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Most basal cell carcinomas (BCC) occur on 
the sun-exposed skin of the head and neck 
regions. Arising from the sun-protected 

areas is uncommon and the nipple is an exception--
ally rare primary site. Since the first full description by 
Robinson,1 only 25 cases have been reported in the lit--
erature.2-5 There is no consensus about the treatment 
of BCCs of the nipple. Ten to 30 percent of BCCs are 
superficial and occur most frequently on the trunk and 
the limbs.6 We report the first case, to our knowledge, of 
a superficial type BCC in the nipple.

Case 
A 74-year-old female was referred for eczematous 
changes in the right nipple for several months. She also 
had no history of insult to the right breast. No pruritis, 
discharge, ulceration, or pain was noted. Physical exami--
nation revealed no axillary lymphadenopathy. Paget dis--
ease of the nipple was first considered and an excisional 
biopsy was performed. Gross examination of the surgi--
cal specimen disclosed an ellipse of skin that measured 
1.6 × 0.9 × 0.9 cm with attached subcutaneous tissue. 
On light microscopic examination, the tumor consisted 
of several foci of superficial lobules of basaloid cells aris--
ing from the epidermis into the dermis (Figure 1). All 
these superficial lobules were confined to the papillary 
dermis. The tumor cells had round-to-oval nuclei with 
scanty cytoplasm. Characteristic peripheral palisading 
of the basal cells was also noted (Figure 2). The final di--
agnosis was superficial BCC. All the resection margins 
were free. The post operation course was smooth and 
uneventful. No adjuvant therapy was done.

Discussion
BCCs arising from the nipple are encountered extreme--
ly rarely. Our case was probably the first case of a super--
ficial type BCC reported in the literature. Several vari--
ants of BCC have been described, including the superfi--
cial type, which occurs mainly on the trunk. Superficial 

BCC arises as a multifocal proliferation of tumor nests 
attached to the epidermis, with the characteristic fea--
ture of peripheral nuclei palisading.

The exact etiology of BCCs arising from the nipple 
is still obscure. Of the 25 previously reported cases, 16 
were reported in men.2-5 It has been postulated that the 
male predominance may be due to a higher amount of 
sun exposure in this area.7 All cases are sporadic and no 
familial aggregation has been observed.

The clinical appearance of BCCs in the nipple is 
various and differentiating BCC from Paget disease of 
the nipple, Bowen disease, or other benign breast dis--
ease is considerably hard for the clinician. Microscopic 
examination is usually diagnostic and straightforward 
without much difficulty.

Calcification was reported as present in BCCs of the 

Figure 1. Skin of the nipple shows several superficial islands of 
basaloid cells arising from the epidermis into dermis. Note: all 
these superficial lobules are confined to the papillary dermis 
(H&E, ×100).
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nipple,8 which may cause diagnostic difficulty because 
calcification in breast cancer is a well-known phenome--
non. Therefore, accurate diagnosis can be difficult based 
solely on radiological observation. A histological exami--
nation is required to make the precise diagnosis.

BCC is a locally destructive tumor that is rarely 
metastatic. Treatment methods include surgical excision 
with clear margins, local destruction with radiotherapy, 
cryotherapy, photodynamic therapy, intralesional inter--
feron treatment, fluorouracil, or imiquinod.9 Among the 
25 cases reported in the literature, 3 patients had axillary 
lymph node metastasis. The metastatic rate for primary 
BCCs in the nipple is 12% (3/25), which is much higher 
compared to a less than 1% metastatic rate from other 
common sites for BCCs.10 Due to this increasing rate of 
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metastasis, more aggressive treatment may be needed for 
the BCCs in the nipple. Wide excision with safe resec--
tion margins is required. When axillary lymph nodes are 
clinically palpable, sentinel lymph node biopsy or axillary 
lymph node dissection may be considered. Pathologic 
features of our case revealed a superficial type BCC with 
a clean resection margin and no obvious axillary lymph--
adenopathy; therefore, no more aggressive treatment 
was given but the case was followed up closely.

In conclusion, BCCs of the nipple are an extremely 
rare neoplasm with more aggressive behavior compared 
to those that occur outside the nipple. Accurate patho--
logical diagnosis and appropriate treatment modalities 
with close long-term follow-up are highly recommended 
in these rarely encountered patients.

Figure 2. Higher magnification demonstrating the characteristic peripheral palisading of 
basal cells. (H&E, ×400)
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